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ILLUSTRATED HAGGADOT
The first step to uncovering the history of illustrated zecbd is to ask a question: is there
evidence of a genre of art that can be called “Jewish Art” that predates the 20th century?
In other words, during the course of your visits to art museums, have you ever seen any art
that you might describe as “Jewish Art” that predates the 20th century? In fact, can you
name any Jewish artist whose paintings are known and who painted before the 20th
century?
Illustrated zecbd clearly represent a form of “Jewish Art.” That they were produced raises
more questions than they answer; what prompted the zecbd to be produced? Do they
represent a period of “Jewish Art” and is there a history of “Jewish Art” that preceded their
production?
Until the 1920’s art historians had difficulty answering those questions. The discovery of
the synagogue at Dura Europos, Syria, significantly altered the art world’s perception of
“Jewish Art”. The excavation of the site revealed a synagogue that stood in the early 200’s
CE whose walls were covered with frescoes containing biblical scenes. The site was
excavated by a team from Yale University and their work spanned the 1920’s and the
1930’s. The history of the excavation and photographs of what they found can be viewed
at: artgallery.yale.edu/duraeuropos.
Map showing location of Dura Europos
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Archaeologists recognized that they uncovered a synagogue by the opening in the wall
where the Torah was placed during the services:

A brief history of Dura Europos from www.sacred-destinations.com/syria/dura-europos:
Dura Europos was founded in 303 BC by the Seleucids (Alexander the Great's
successors) on the intersection of an east-west trade route and a north-south trade
route along the Euphrates. The new city, named for the birthplace of Seleucus I
Nicator, controlled the river crossing on the route between Antioch on the Orontes
and Seleucia on the Tigris. Dura Europos was part of a network of military colonies
intended to secure Seleucid control of the Middle Euphrates.
Dura was rebuilt as a great Hellenistic city in the 2nd century BC, with a rectangular
grid of streets arranged around a large central agora. Its location on a major
crossroads made it a very cosmopolitan city: inscriptions in many languages have
been found here and the religious buildings of pagans, Jews and Christians stand side
by side.
Dura Europos later became a frontier fortress of the Parthian Empire and it was
captured by the Romans in 165 AD. In the early 200s AD, the famed house-church
and synagogue were built at Dura Europos. There was also a Mithraeum, a Temple
of Bel and a Temple of Adonis in the multi-cultural city.
Dura Europos was abandoned after a Sassanian siege in 256-257. In a last-ditch
attempt to save the city, the synagogue was filled in to make a fortress, thereby
ensuring its preservation. The city eventually became covered in shifting sands and
disappeared from sight.
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Although the existence of Dura-Europos was long known through literary sources, it
was not rediscovered until British troops under Captain Murphy made the first
discovery during the Arab rebellion in the aftermath of World War I. On March 30,
1920, a soldier digging a trench uncovered beautifully preserved frescoes. The
American archeologist James Henry Breasted, then at Baghdad, was alerted. Major
excavations were carried out in the 1920s and 1930s by French and American teams.
The first excavations of the site, undertaken by Franz Cumont and published in
1922-23, identified the site as Dura-Europos and uncovered a temple before
renewed hostilities in the area closed it to archaeology. Later, renewed campaigns
directed by Michael Rostovtzeff funded by Yale University, continued until 1937,
when funds ran out with only part of the excavations published. World War II then
interfered.
A gap of about 1000 years separates the date when the frescoes at the synagogue at Dura
Europos were painted and the period when illustrated zecbd were first created. Claire
Moore in her book: The Visual Dimension: Aspects of Jewish Art, beginning on page 25,
attempts to bridge the gap between the two periods:
The writings of Josephus Flavius may be helpful in discovering an approximate
starting point for this antique Jewish art. Josephus wrote in about 100 C.E. for nonJewish readers in Rome to whom he wished to explain the characteristics of his
people. In Bellum Judaicum 2, 10:4, for example, he mentions that for the Jews any
representation of God, man, or even an animal is forbidden. From his words it is
clear that the prohibition was still strictly observed at the end of the first century
C.E. Thus the appearance of a Jewish art can be pinpointed to within 100 years, for
the models used at Dura Europos must necessarily have been drafted at the latest by
about 200 C.E. This conclusion corresponds with the few Talmudic writings that
deal with the question of images. The most important of these is the statement
about Rabbi Johanan bar Nappaha (died 279) in J[erusalem] Avodah Zarah 3:3: "In
the days of Rabbi Johanan bar Nappaha they began to illustrate the walls and he did
not prevent it." The practice thus prevailed during his lifetime, and even this most
respected Palestinian rabbi whose authority extended far beyond the borders of his
own country was unable to stop it.
The only synagogue from antiquity whose decoration with narrative scenes has been
preserved is Dura Europos, but an inscription in the Great Synagogue of Sardis
proves that wall paintings also existed at one time in that synagogue. The synagogue
was discovered in the 1960s, and this particular inscription probably dates back to
the first half of the third century. The inscription clearly mentions zographia, the
painting of figures. These probably adorned the ceiling, for the walls were covered
with marble incrustations. A quotation from Rav Aha bar Jacob in Yoma 54a, which
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dates from the beginning of the fourth century, also proves the common practice of
decorating synagogue walls with figural paintings. It reads, "Doubtless there existed
painted Cherubim in the second temple." Obviously Rav Acha could not have
reached this conclusion had he himself not seen such paintings in the synagogues.
Such figural representations were quite common in Palestine and the Diaspora up to
the sixth century, as the mosaic floors in the synagogues of Gaza and Beth Alpha
prove.
In spite of the fact that the widespread custom of decorating synagogues with scenes
from the Old Testament or with representations of single biblical figures such as
David or Moses had been quite common for more than 400 years, Jews at the end of
the sixth century turned away sharply from this practice as a result of a new
consciousness of their own cultural, national, and religious past. This development
led not only to the abandonment of the Greek language by the Jews but also to their
intensified opposition to figural representation. When the Jewish iconoclasts were
joined in this struggle by followers of Islam in the seventh century and by Byzantium
in the eighth, they found a general consent that allowed them to strengthen and
support one another against any kind of representation. Middle Byzantine art, which
originates in early Byzantine models, proves beyond doubt that this artistic tradition
did not perish in spite of a persecution that lasted about 120 years. However, the
interval between late-antique and medieval Jewish art lasted not merely 120 years but
about 600 years.
Medieval Jewish art originated not in the East but in the West. The East, remaining
under the rule of Islam, was opposed to any figural representation. However, one
can assume that illustrated Jewish manuscripts existed in Franconia during the
Antique period—that country having been a Jewish cultural metropolis from the
time of the Merovingians. It is not at all surprising that the illustrated manuscripts
have not been preserved, for we know that in the mid-thirteenth century, at the time
of the great dispute between Christian theologians and Jewish scholars (from 1240 to
1248, to date it exactly), no less than 20,000 Jewish manuscripts were collected from
throughout the country and brought to Paris in ox carts to be burned. We may
assume that among them would have been a number of illustrated Hebrew
manuscripts—a particular eyesore for the Christian inquisitors, for those fanatics not
only fought any heterodoxy among their own people but in their disputes with the
Jews also identified and persecuted every Jewish infringement of the revealed
commandments. We know from one of the writings of the Jewish apologist Joseph
ha-Mekanne (Joseph the Zealot) that the creation of images was one of those
concerns. Joseph ha-Mekanne, who objected to such an attack on Jewish works of
art, wrote, "They argue against the plastic representation of cherubim. R. Nathan,
may his soul rest in peace, answered . . . that they were only prohibited from
worshipping them. How could Solomon have made the lions if they had been
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prohibited." Joseph ha-Mekanne seems thus to justify the works of art that existed
in his own time by referring to representations mentioned in the Old Testament and
by pointing out clearly that those representations had not infringed the Jewish
prohibition of images.
But neither the assumption of the destruction of a great number of illustrated Jewish
manuscripts in the Middle Ages nor quotations such as those above offer
indisputable proof of the connection between ancient Jewish paintings and medieval
Jewish manuscript illustrations. In order to give here such proof and to demonstrate
the continuation of Jewish art up to the Middle Ages, it will be necessary to
complement our discussion of the existing antique Jewish paintings with descriptions
of illustrations in Christian manuscripts. Obviously the purpose can be fulfilled only
by Christian manuscript illustrations whose archetypes had been drafted in ancient
Jewish workshops and then taken over by Christian painters in search of models.
Among these Christian pictures of Jewish origin we must distinguish between two
different groups. In the first group we have pictures whose Jewish models can be
proved by corresponding scenes either in the synagogue of Dura Europos or in
some other ancient Jewish work of art. In the second we have Old Testament
scenes that obviously differ from the canonic Bible text but either correspond to a
Jewish Bible paraphrase, a targum, or can be explained far better by a rabbinic
commentary, a midrash, than by the Bible text alone.
Can we find evidence that the “Jewish Art” found in the synagogue at Dura Europos was
known in Jewish circles of that era? As Claire Moore pointed out, the following may
provide some evidence:
`lzek lr oixiiv oexy opgei iaxc ieneia-'b wxt dxf dcear zkqn (`plie) inlyexi cenlz
.ediicia ign `le
Translation: In the days of Rav Yochonon (which may have overlapped with the era in which the synagogue
in Dura Europos stood) paintings were found on walls and he did not object.
The ilaa cenlz appears to have taken a position that was opposite that of the cenlz
inlyexi:
zgze dxevd zgz jldnd azk :opax epz-'` 'nr 'hnw sc zay zkqn ilaa cenlz
meyn ,da lkzqdl xeq` lega s` ,dnvr `pweice .zaya ezexwl xeq` ,ze`pweicd
.milil`d l` eptz l` (hi `xwie) xn`py
Translation: The Rabbis taught: One is forbidden to read a caption that runs under a picture or a fresco
on Shabbat. Concerning frescoes, it is not permitted to gaze at them even during the week, based on the
verse (Va’Yikra 19,4): do not give your attention to idols.
What was the definition of frescoes?
ipa oebk - ze`pweicd zgze dxevd zgz jldnd azk-'` 'nr 'hnw sc zay zkqn i"yx
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cec zngln oebk ,miyrn ly mc` ipa ly zepweic e` ,zepeyn zeig lzeka mixiivnd mc`
.zipelte ipelt zipweic efe ,zipelt dig zxev ef dizgz oiazeke ,zilbe
Translation: Such as pictures drawn by artists on walls in which they portray a variety of animals or
frescoes depicting scenes involving famous people, such as the battle of David and Goliath. Under those
pictures, the artist occasionally provide captions in which he describes what type of animal he has portrayed
or what well known scene the fresco represents.
From the following daeyz it appears that in the Middle Ages some synagogues had walls
covered by frescoes as well. The bxeaphexn m"xdn refers to a question being posed to
wxetypbrxn mixt` 'iax, Rabbi Ephraim of Regensberg, a mid-12th Century Rabbinic
authority, about the paintings on the walls of a synagogue in Cologne, Germany:
wxetypbrxn mixt` 'iax aiyd-ixz oniq (b`xt qetc) c wlg bxeaphexn m"xdn z"ey
zxev xiqdl dev dl`d zei`xd t"re . . . h"ne sl` 'iqa d"ia` xtqa ield l`ei epiax z`
.`iipelwa pkd"iaa exiivy miygpe zeix`
Translation: Rabbi Ephraim of Regensberg answered Rabbi Yoel Ha’Levi . . . based on these sources,
Rabbi Ephraim ordered that the images of lions and snakes be removed from the walls of a synagogue in
Cologne.
The Halachic problem that illustration raises is a possible violation of the second of the
zexacd zxyr:
zgzn mina xy`e zgzn ux`a xy`e lrnn minya xy` dpenz lke lqt jl dyrz `l
.ux`l
Translation: You shall not make for you any engraved image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven
above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth.
This is how the m"anx explains the prohibition:
dpi`y it lr s`e iepl zexev zeyrl xeq`-'i dkld 'b wxt dxf dcear zekld m"anx
ick iepl `l` mpi`y adfe sqk ly zexev xnelk iz` oeyrz `l xn`py miakek zcear
mc`d zxev `l` iepl xevl xeq` oi`e ,miakek zcearl mdy encie mirehd oda erhi `ly
dxevd didzy `ede ,mc`d zxev oa`a `le ciqa `le ura `l mixiivn oi` jkitl ,cala
dxevd dzid m` la` ,dwel xv m`e oda `veike oilwxhay xeikde xeivd oebk zhlea
oinwexy zexev e` zeilahde zegeld iab lry zexevd oebk oipnq ly dxev e` zrwyen
.zexzen el` ixd bix`a
Translation: It is unlawful to create a form as a decoration even though the form will not be used for idol
worship because the Torah teaches: do make make of Me; in other words, forms made out of gold and silver
that are for decorative purposes only. The reason for the prohibition is to prevent those who might err in
believing that the form was made for purposes of idol worship. Nevertheless, the only prohibition as to a
form that is for decorative purposes, concerns creating a form of a man. As a result, it is improper to create
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the image of a man formed from wood, plaster or stone. By that I mean a form that is raised, as we find
drawings and sculptures that are in public buildings. If someone creates such art, he is to be punished but if
the form is one-dimensional or in the form of a logo like the forms that are on the Ten Commandments or
forms that are embroidered in fabric,1 it is a permitted form.
The 2zeipeniin zedbd adds the following note:
mc` zxeva opixq`c `de xehd oeyl- 'i dkld 'b wxt dxf dcear zekld zeipeniin zedbd
mey da oi` 3y`x `la seb e` y`x zxev la` dixai` lka dnily dxeva `wec oewxce
.k"r dyera `le e`vena `l xeqi`
Translation: The Tur explains that we prohibit the form of a human only if it is a complete representation,
with all of its limbs (like a statue) but if it is a form that contains only the head or the body without a
head, it constitutes a form that is not prohibited from being created or displayed.
The `xnb provides an additional example of “Jewish Art”. This one involves the
illustration of dxez ixtq:
!efpbi el` ixd ,adfa zexkf`d z` azky e`-'a 'nr 'bw sc zay zkqn ilaa cenlz
Translation: The decorating of G-d’s name in a Sefer Torah by writing the letters of G-d’s name in gold
ink causes the Sefer Torah to be unusable. It should then be placed in storage to await proper disposal.
Such a Torah scroll is described in mixteq zkqn :
ly ezxeza dyrn .adfa oiazek oi`-'g dkld '` wxt mixteq zkqn zephw zezkqn
.fpbiz exn`e ,minkg iptl dyrn `ae ,adfa zeaezk dizexkf` lk eidy qexcpqkl`
Translation: It is improper to write any letters of the Torah in gold ink. A question was once asked of our
Sages concerning the use of the Torah scroll owned by Alexander the Great. In that Torah scroll, the
letters in G-d’s name were written in gold ink. Our Sages ruled that the Sefer Torah was unusable and
needed to be placed in storage to await proper disposal.
The m"anx codified the rule:
dkldd dhrin dn ok m`-'d dkld ,'` wxt dxez xtqe dfefne oilitz zekld m"anx
wexide mec`d oebk oiperav ipin x`y hrnl ,eica miaezk eidiy ipiqn dynl xn`py
ipin x`ya zg` ze` elit` zefefna e` oilitza e` mixtqa azk m`y ,oda `veike
.oileqt el` ixd adfa e` oiperav
1. This may be a reference to what is now embroidered on Torah scroll covers.
2. Rabbi Meir ben Rabbi Yekutiel HaKohen of Rothenburg was born circa 1260. He attended the yeshiva of the Rabbi Meir
(Maharam) of Rothenburg, and personally attended Maharam during his years of captivity, until the latter's death in 1293.
During Rabbi Meir's lifetime, Maimonides' Mishneh Torah became widely available across Europe. The halachic decisions of
the Mishneh Torah were often at variance with accepted Ashkenazic halachic decisions and practice. Consequently, Rabbi
Meir wrote glosses on ten volumes of the Mishneh Torah (excluding Zeraim, Avodah, Korbanot, and Tahara) detailing the
halachic decisions of the Tosafists and Ashkenazic Torah scholars. (Bar Ilan Digital Library)
3. This may explain the reason that the artist who drew the pictures in the Bird’s Head Haggadah (the earliest Ashkenazic
Haggadah manuscript that includes illustrations estimated to have been composed around 1300 CE) used birds’ heads
instead of human faces to portray men and women.
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Translation: Therefore what did our Sages mean when they said that it is a rule passed to us from Moshe
Rabbenu, who learned it while staying on Mount Sinai, that a Sefer Torah be written in ink? Our Sages
wanted to preclude the use of any colored inks such as red or green, etc. If anyone uses such ink to write
even one letter of a Sefer Torah, Tephilin or Mezuzah, they cause the object to be Halachically unusable.
The jexr ogley expands upon the rule:
ipin x`ya '` ze` 'it` azk-'b sirq 'al oniq oilitz zekld miig gxe` jexr ogley
x`yie adfd xiarn ,zeize`d lr adf zextr wxf m` .oileqt el` ixd ,adfa e` miperav
xiardl xeq`y itl dpwz el oi` ,zexkf`n ze` lr adfd wxf m` la` .xyke oezgzd azk
.myd z` wgenk iedc meyn ,adfd
Translation: If someone wrote even one letter of a Sefer Torah, Tephilin or a Mezuzah with any colored
ink or with gold, the object may not be used. If he sprinkled gold dust over the letters, he should remove the
gold dust. Provided that the underlying lettering remains intact, he may continue to use the Sefer. However
if any of the gold dust fell on any of the letters of G-d’s names, the Sefer Torah cannot be fixed because it is
impossible to properly remove the gold dust that falls on the names of G-d. Trying to do so constitutes an
act of erasing G-d’s name.
Let us close by noting the approximate date when illustrated Haggadot made their first
appearance. Professor Katrin Kogman-Appel, in an article entitled: "Hebrew Manuscript
Painting in the Late Medieval Spain: Signs of a Culture in Transition" The Art Bulletin, Vol.
84, Issue 2, provides such a date:
Whereas before its appearance in Spain about 1230 the decorated Hebrew Bible
already had a century-long tradition in the Middle East, the illustrated Passover
Haggadah emerged in Europe as a new type of book about 1300. Indeed, it had not
become a separate volume until the thirteenth century, having formerly been a part
of the general prayer book.
Examples of illustrated manuscript zecbd, pages of which can be found on the internet,
include the Golden Haggadah, the Bird’s Head Haggadah and the Sarajevo Haggadah.
A scene from the Bird’s Head Haggadah, Germany 1300 CE
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ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PRINTED zecbd
Perhaps one of the more baffling illustrations that is found in printed zecbd concerns the
one portraying a hare hunt that is sometimes found placed in the section of the dcbd in
which yeciw is included. Professor Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi in his book, Haggadah and
History, JPS, 2005, provides the following explanation:
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The Fours Sons As Depicted Over The Centuries
Amsterdam 1695

France 1800’s

USA-Eisenstein 1920
Jerusalem 1937

Modern Sephardic Haggada
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